Evaluations of Detection Methods of Bacterial Contamination in Platelet Components
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ABSTRACT

Platelet components (PCs) have widespread applications in clinical cases. Since PCs store in room temperature (between 20-24°C), they are susceptible to bacterial contamination. There are varied approaches for identifying bacterial contamination in PCs. These methods categorized into two groups: Firstly, culture based methods and secondly, non-culture based methods. Both of them have a couple of merits and demerits. BacT/ALERT is a culture-based technique, which has been approved by the food and drug administration. Although sensitivity and specificity of this method could be debatable and is not universal. This method is considered as gold standard contemporary method and it is far more dependable and superb in comparison with the contamination detection methods. It is assumed that, application of rapid methods play an important role in detection of bacterial contamination in the future. Accordingly, this study aimed to represent a summary of each method, which was used for bacterial contamination detection in PCs with detailed assessment of culture-based methods, specifically BacT/ALERT.
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Introduction

Platelet is enucleated cellular fragments produced by megakaryocytes. They play an important role in hemostasis as well as thrombosis and bleeding [1, 2]. Hence, platelet components (PCs) transfusion is a vital procedure in a variety of patients especially those who have hematological and oncological diseases [3]. PCs have vast clinical utilization. Even though researchers have done diverse endeavors to eliminate bacterial contamination of PCs, but it still remains a health concern throughout the world. PCs storage in room temperature (between 20-24°C) is one of important reasons, which makes these blood products vulnerable to bacterial contamination. Consequently, blood centers have to carry out quality control on PCs before use so that they make sure these products do not have any bacterial contamination. [4, 5]. There are a wide range of methods for detecting bacterial contaminations like measuring pH, glucose concentration as well as culture base methodology, molecular evaluation and flow cytometry [6-8]. Contaminating of PCs with bacteria occur far higher (100-1000 times) in comparison with viral contamination. In America after transfusion mistakes, bacterial contamination is the second most prevalent cause of death related to blood transfusion. In general, it is asserted that, approximately one out of every 2000–3000 PCs units is probably have some kinds of bacterial contamination (Table 1) owing to the donor’s skin or bloodstream. [9-12]. Therefore, with regard to high prevalence of bacterial contamination in PCs compare to other infectious agents, this study aimed to evaluate different methods for detecting bacterial contamination in PCs. Moreover, in this investigation the advantages and disadvantages of each assessment method have been studied with an emphasis on culture-based methods, specifically BacT/ALERT.

Platelet Components

Platelets components are produced by two main procedures: single donor apheresis platelets (SDP) method and whole blood derived platelets (WBP). One SDP unit from a single donor can yield one to three adult therapeutic doses of platelets whereas pooling of 4 to 6 WBP units produce one therapeutic dose. In the United States, the WBP is manufactured using the platelet rich plasma (PRP) technique while in the majority of European societies it is produced by the buffy coat (BC) technique. The BC technique has developed in the 1970s by European scientists to reduce residual donor leucocytes. Producing the PCs by PRP technique commence by doing a light spin centrifugation in 2000 g followed by a heavy spin centrifugation in 5000 g. BC approaches begin with ‘high speed’ centrifugation (2800 g), which separate the platelet-poor plasma and the packed red blood cells. The residual BC is re-suspended and pooled with three to five other donor BCs and after that the BC pool is centrifuged at ‘low speed’ (700 g) (Fig.1).
Table 1. Comparison of the bacterial contamination prevalence in PCs in Iran, America and French

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country name</th>
<th>bacterial contamination prevalence in PCs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>one out of every 3000–4000 PCs units</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French</td>
<td>one out of every 2500 PCs units</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iran</td>
<td>four out of every 2000– PCs units</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 1.** Methods of PCs preparation from anticoagulated whole blood. Whole blood (WB), packed red blood cells (PRBC), platelet rich plasma (PRP), buffy coat (BC), white blood cells (WBC) and platelet concentrate (PC).

To sum up, BC approaches is fabulous in comparison with PRP method because it provides much higher yield even though PRP method is simple and inexpensive [13-18].

**Bacterial contamination in PCs**

Bacterial contamination of cellular blood components is defined as contaminating these blood products by bacteria, which is create transfusion reaction or any adverse event following either whole blood or its other derived product transfusion [19]. PCs storage in room temperature (between 20-24°C) makes these blood products susceptible to the bacterial contamination [20, 21]. Storage in this temperature is necessary because it boosts post-transfusion platelet function and prevents platelet aggregation [18]. Gram-positive cocci are the most prevalent contaminants of platelet, consist of *staphylococi* and *streptococi* [22]. By way of illustration, *Staphylococcus epidermidis* is most common type of bacteria, which isolated in contaminated PCs [4, 23]. These bacteria encompass part of skin normal flora [24].

Statistics demonstrate that the WBP products create more transfusions-associated septic reactions in patients compare with the SDP.
products due to higher amount different donor for collecting WBP than SDP [25-27]. Most cases of PCs bacterial contamination occur during venipuncture. Moreover, less frequently, it occurs owing to asymptomatic donor bacteremia or during preparation of PCs [28]. Another point of significance is bacterial contamination of the blood products that is not unique to PCs and may occur in red blood cells products similar to PCs. Indeed, major difference attributed to storage condition [29]. Plasma products such as fresh frozen plasma and cryoprecipitate are frozen, that is why they are rarely associated with bacterial contaminations [4]. Platelet concentrates have a 5-day shelf life in the room temperature. Storage length was reduced from 7 to 5 days by food and drug administration (FDA) ought to bacterial contamination in PCs. In a couple of cases, their useful shelf life is limited to 3 days. Recently, the key requirement for the changing of platelet shelf life from 5 days to 6 and 7 days is provided. These requirements and activities seems be effective and beneficial. However, it needs the registration and confirmation by FDA. It is asserted that, we should eradicate PCs bacterial contamination, it will feasible that we store them for a longer time. Bacterial contamination of PCs has severe and adverse consequences for patients and it is one of the crucial causes of fatality following transfusion [30-33]. Despite employing all of proposed solutions for eliminating bacterial contamination, we cannot eradicate it from PCs.

There are significant challenges in detection of the bacterial contamination in PCs following as:

1. Contaminant bacteria diversity (heterogeneity of the target organisms): For this reason, it is necessary to apply a method with high sensitivity and specificity so that be able to detect almost all types of contaminant bacteria.

2. Bacterial contamination identifications during sample collection. (Most cases of PCs bacterial contamination occur at the time of venipuncture due to skin normal flora mentioned).

3. Maintaining platelet products at room temperature (between 20-24°C).

4. Short shelf-life of PCs, therefore, our detection method should be rapid [34].

5. It is impossible to disinfect the depth of skin, which enhance the risk of PCs contamination detection [29].

A couple of strategies and precautions, which reduce bacterial contamination, listed below:

1. Skin where phlebotomy tended to perform should not be touched before puncture.

2. The skin of phlebotomy area should be ideally disinfected [35, 36].

3. Initial sample diversion (technique of diverting the first 30 ml of blood after venipuncture into a sample pouch) [37]. These first three approaches can reduce bacterial load in the initial blood collection [29] and prevent bacterial contamination resulting from skin commensal organisms [36, 38-40]. Previous investigations indicate that, diversion methodology can reduce 71% of bacterial contamination compared to the control group [40].

4. History to identify asymptomatic bacteremia in donors.
5. Consistent implementation of superb manufacturing goods with defined hygiene standards [37, 41].

6. Pathogen inactivation or pathogen reduction. (eradication or elimination process of pathogens, including viruses, bacteria, and fungi in blood components). Pathogen inactivation increases shelf life of platelet unit. Additionally, this technology has the capability to makes the blood product safer and it broadly eliminates infectious organisms without either need to screen for detecting specific pathogens or irradiate products. [42, 43]. Technologies, which are developed for pathogen inactivation of PCs, are including Amotosalen plus ultraviolet A light and riboflavin plus ultraviolet light. Both of them are based on damaging to pathogens nucleic acids. Amotosalen plus ultraviolet A light has approved by the US FDA in 2014 [44]. However, this technique has a couple of limitations, including possible toxicity, possible reduction in component quality, cost, incomplete inactivation, as well as inability to inactivate prions and new or unrecognized pathogens [45, 46]. All of the items listed above impact the rate of bacterial contamination and eventually occurrence rate of septic reactions in the patients who receive blood products. Hence, bacterial contamination detection in PCs is consequential, due to fierce consequences (even fatal), which these contaminated components may create in patients [47-49].

**Bacterial contamination detection methods in PCs**

There are wide ranges of methods to detect bacterial contamination in PCs, which some of them have been approved and the others are under development. Each of these ways has relative sensitivity and specificity. Testing methods of bacterial contamination can be either active or inactive (passive). In active type, PCs are tested prior to administration, but in passive type, only clinically important transfusion reactions are tested retrospectively. However, it seems that passive method leads to underestimate the incidence of bacterial contamination [34, 50, 51]. In an investigation, reported data by national septic transfusion reactions duo to bacterial contaminated platelets based on the passive surveillance evaluated and they found the limitation of passive surveillance. [52]. Active type scheme for detecting bacterial contamination categorized into two groups: first, culture based methods and second, non-culture based methods [29] (Table 2). In the current investigation, both of them will be discussed in detail.

**Culture based methods**

Culture method is done either during the product shelf life (for instance, between 12 to 36 hours of holding time) or at or near the time of product transfusion. In the first type, since the bacterial load is too low, it is demanding to be detectable. Nonetheless, at the time of product transfusion bacterial contamination is more detectable owing to high bacterial load. However, the detection at this time is too late in order to prevent from transfusion. It is recommended that, it is better to perform culture on the third or fourth day of platelet shelf-time [7].
Culture based methods require that bacteria grow in the culture conditions of the test. These tests are capable to detect as few as one colony-forming unit (CFU) of bacteria in the inoculated sample, and can reliably detect 10-100 CFU in the sample. The sensitivity of them relies on the sample size and volume of the PCs. Indeed, bacterial contaminations in the samples with greater amount are more likely detected in this method [7, 53]. In a review study, it determined that 8 ml sample volume yields higher true-positive rates than 4 ml, which cause significant increase in the detection rate of the bacterial contamination in PCs [54]. To conclude, culture base systems are the most sensitive method for the detection of bacterial contamination of PCs, however, demanding large sample volume and pretty long incubation times (more than 24 hours) are disadvantage of its application [4, 55]. Procedures approved by the american association of blood banks (AABB) are included BacT/ALERT monitoring, CO2 production as well as enhanced bacterial detection system (EBDS) monitoring oxygen consumption and pan genera detection (PGD), and a point-of-release bacterial detection assay [56-58]. PGD testing is not a culture-based method. Therefore, it is not discussed here and will be explained in non-culture based methods section.

**BacT/ALERT**

BacT/ALERT is a colorimetric culture system with an FDA-approved indication for testing platelet contamination. Samples should be taken at least 24 hours after collection process and using one aerobic blood product aerobic, and one anaerobic blood product anaerobic, bottles. Each bottle should be poured with 4 ml (5-10 ml) of platelet sample [39]. This procedure optimizes bacterial detection and allows bacterial growth in PCs (boost bacterial concentrations) the results in bacterial concentration will become more likely greater than detection range of culture-based system (1-10 CFU/ml) [59-61].
Moreover, platelets is inoculated with known transfusion relevant bacterial strains in order to carry out the quality control of so-called system and find out its ability to reliably detect a wide range of transfusion relevant bacterial strains at a sensitivity of 1 to 10 CFU/ml in a 7-days culture and 12-hour incubation period, respectively [47, 62-65].

In addition, increasing the sample volume has a noteworthy impression on culture sensitivity since it will boom probability of existence at least one viable organism in contaminated sample [37, 39, 66, 67]. In BacT/ALERT method, it should be considered that a minimum of 10 hours incubation (depending on the bacterial load) requires to obtain the result [68].

There are two techniques almost similar to BacT/ALERT: The Bactec system, which use a fluorometric system rather than colorimetric detection principle and the Versa TREK monitors bacterial growth by detecting pressure changes in the headspace of the blood culture bottle secondary to gas consumption/production [29, 69]. BacT/Alert system is most common type of system, which is applied and seen in reports in comparison with other systems of detection [29, 70, 71]. The BacT/ALERT system is a quick approaches in comparison with other culture systems (nearly 2 times faster than the manual culture method) with high accuracy in PCs bacterial contamination detection and it enhances platelet health [72]. However, culturing systems have a couple of disadvantages. By way of illustration, culturing is time consuming that is why PCs may have been transfused before test (for example BacT/ALERT) become positive [37]. Moreover, BacT/ALERT system under different circumstances should be tested again. Indeed, despite the consequences on patient’s safety, the BacT/ALERT displayed a dose and volume dependent results at its best condition. It is asserted that, based on these scores of the BacT/ALERT system, blood banks and transfusion centers should take high responsibilities for the patients’ safety [73, 74].

Enhanced Bacterial Detection System (eBDS)

eBDS is an FDA-approved system, which works according to the measurement of reduction in oxygen concentration due to the bacterial growth at 37°C. This system consists of a disposable sample pouch, an incubator, and an oxygen analyzer. Platelet sample (2-3 ml) is transferred into a satellite bag and incubated for 18- 24 hours at 35°C with agitation. A filter in the system allows bacteria to enter the sample while preventing platelets and other cellular components from contaminating the sample. Following incubation for 24 hours, the oxygen level is measured in the headspace. Bacterial contamination in PCs will consider should the O2 amount founded to be less than 19%, which is the cut-off value between a positive and negative reading [20, 34]. In fact, this system uses the oxygen consumption by bacteria as a marker for detection. It has capability to detect aerobic and facultative anaerobic bacteria, which consider a risk for false-negative screening results [71]. In vitro sensitivity of this method is between 1-15...
CFU/ml and sensitivity of the Pall eBDS and BacT/ALERT is similar [58, 75].

Non-culture based methods
Non-culture based methods are rapid and this attribute is major merits of this kind of methods. These methods allow us to detect toxic levels of bacteria at the time of testing or shortly before PCs components transfusion. These methods divided into two types: Highly sensitive and lowly sensitive.

Highly sensitive: Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and flow cytometry
These methods are very sensitive, but utilization of samples with low volume is too insensitive for early testing. Compared to culture-based methods, there are combination of high sensitivity and specificity, low contamination risk, ease of performance, and speed [76-81].

PCR
Analytical sensitivity of nucleic acid screening based methods is 10-100 CFU (ml PC), depending on contaminant bacterial species as well as DNA extraction and amplification procedures. On the contrary, flow cytometry analysis, which is based on fluorescence staining of bacterial DNA, has a sensitivity of only 10^3-10^5 CFU (ml PC) [9, 76]. Conserved nucleic acid sequences in the two- target regions 16S rDNA and 23S rDNA have been used to develop real-time PCR assays. However, there is the possibility of DNA contamination of PCR reagents, which can produce false-positive results [71, 78]. Applying decontamination of PCR reagents by enzymatic digestion often reduced the assay sensitivity and influencing assay efficiency [79]. Furthermore, primers and probes must be constantly verified [80]. Overall, PCR testing is demanding and expensive.

Flow cytometry
Application of fluorescence-activated cell sorting to screen PCs for bacterial contamination is a rapid and feasible approach. It requires only about 30 min to yield results. On the contrary, results of nucleic acid extension are obtained within approximately 4 h (Extraction 90 min. for 20 samples, amplification 90 min., analysis 5 min., sampling and pipetting 30 min.), which is a disadvantage of this method, especially for slow-growing species such as Staphylococcus epidermidis [68]. Flow cytometry assay is typically carried out either as a rapid test or in combination with a pre-incubation step aimed at increasing the analytical sensitivity [9]. However, without a pre-incubation step, the analytical sensitivity of fluorescence-activated cell sorting method is very low (10^3 to 10^5 CFU/ml) [9, 68, 81]. However, the sensitivity is high, but implementation is more difficult [20, 82].

Lowly sensitive: Such as gram stain, acridine orange, glucose consumption, PH measurement, pan genera detection and enzymatic method of bio responsive polymers.

Gram stain and acridine orange
It is clear that gram stain and acridine orange have similar sensitivity (10^5-10^6 CFU/ml) and low cost, particularly in older units, but they are very time consuming and requires specialized training. They can be done at the time of issue, providing a real time assay for
bacteria at concentrations most likely to cause serious adverse events [34, 82]. However, these resulted in low true positive rates.

**Glucose consumption and PH measurement**

Both of glucose consumption and PH measurement in the platelet components are thought to change in the presence of increasing bacteria. As the growth of bacteria leads to glucose consumption and acid production, glucose and PH decrease in the platelet components. However, these both have been shown to be inapplicable in the clinical use and have led to wasting many platelet units because of false positive results. For instance, in PH testing, it was found that all of positive results were false and nearly 2% of all platelet units were discarded [27, 34]. Consequently, it can be said, determination of PH and glucose lead to very high false positive rates. Hence, PH and glucose measurement have low true positive rates.

**Pan genera detection**

The pan genera detection assay is a rapid and qualitative immunoassay. This method has cleared by the FDA for the detection of aerobic and anaerobic Gram-positive and -negative bacteria directly prior to transfusion. The test principle is based on the immunological detection of lipopolysaccharide for Gram-negative bacteria or lipo-teichoic acid for Gram-positive bacteria [34, 83]. The analytical sensitivity of this assay is specified as $10^3-10^4$ CFU/ml and $10^3-10^5$ CFU/ml for Gram-positive and negative bacteria, respectively [83]. For quality control testing of PCs, this system should be used as an adjunct quality control test following testing with an FDA-cleared bacterial detection device. The pan genera detection test comes as a commercial kit containing lateral flow test device (Including two simultaneously run test strips specific for detection of Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria) reagents, controls, and other disposable materials [34]. The major disadvantages of the pan genera detection assay are high costs and high rate of false-positive results [84]. Since this method has low sensitivity, it seems that it is merely acceptable when the screened PCs are transfused immediately after testing [20].

**Bio responsive polymers**

Researches have shown that technology of bio responsive polymers based on enzyme operate reactions is an appropriate method to detect both contaminating organisms and wound infection [85-89]. This technology can be used to find contaminations at an early stage and it can be used for the detection of pathogens in PCs. A visible color reaction indicates a contamination and gives a clear yes/no signal. However, it seems that this procedure has a low sensitivity and maybe fluorescent dyes can be used to improve the sensitivity of this detection system [90].

**Conclusions**

To conclude, the method used for testing of the bacterial contamination of PCs should be sensitive, specific and inexpensive. It should have a rapid turn-around time and demand a small sample volume [91]. The efficiency of bacterial detection in PCs depends on several factors such as sampling time, sample volume as well as sensitivity of the detection method.
and bacterial growth kinetics [47]. Each of the methods described in this study has a couple of advantages and disadvantages. It seems that culture-based methods, especially BacT/Alert, which has been approved by the FDA, are the most sensitive methods among them. Consequently, wide varieties of countries are using BacT/Alert method as a routine bacterial screening method [11, 13, 53, 59, 62, 92-94]. Additionally, it asserted that BacT/Alert technique has high sensitivity and specificity; however, it can be controversial and is not universal. It is believed that this claim still needs further study. In general, this method is far more dependable and fabulous in comparison with other PCs contamination identification method and considers as gold standard method. Rapid methods are able to diagnose and give us test results within a short time period, which it minimizes the sampling error risk like low volume or sampling time errors. Additionally, a couple of these methods not in use or no longer fulfill requirements for bacterial contamination detection, most cases are still clinically important. Furthermore, a couple of methods like molecular methods are important in research centers. Application of rapid methods more likely will play an crucial role in transfusion medicine in near future. This requires more and more investigations, especially in clinical indications. Eventually, it clears that consideration of a comprehensive assessment is consequential, which all of following items must be included:
1. Consistent implementation of the principles of good manufacturing practice.
2. Accurate identification asymptomatic bacteremia and the considering permissible protocol for it.
3. Disinfection of phlebotomy area in proper manner.
4. Technique of diverting first 30 ml of blood sample after venipuncture.
5. Verification of PCs storage containers and storage temperature to increase PCs shelf life.
6. Utilization of a superb method for testing PCs bacterial contamination (Sensitive, specific, inexpensive and rapid).
7. Pathogen inactivation or pathogen reduction for increasing platelet units’ shelf life.
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